year? Some of the changes will be operational modernizaThirty years ago this month, Cell launched with its first issue. In that issue were nine papers and an editorial. The tions, equivalent in the architectural analogy to new electrical wiring, and others will be structural renovations more papers examined, among other things, early correlative insights into the mechanisms of viral-induced cell transforakin to raising the roof and adding new windows to bring in more light. mation, the genetics and heritability patterns of basic cellular properties, methylation as a posttranscriptional modIn the realm of structural elements, the most significant change on the horizon is an expansion of the definition of ification of mRNA, and a technique for inducing and isolating mutations in a mouse fibroblast cell line. Reading what constitutes a Cell paper. In my editorial vision for the journal, there are only two defining criteria for determining through that first issue in its entirety with the responsibility of someone charged with shaping the journal's future, I
what is appropriate to submit to Cell. Is the work conceptually significant and technically sound? Scientific imporwas struck by how some of the findings now form part of what we consider fundamentals in molecular and cell tance and conceptual significance come in many forms however. There are conceptually significant papers that biology and how others remain the focus of considerable research efforts. It is sobering to use the evolution of our represent a satisfying end of the road in providing definitive and complete mechanistic insights into a given biologunderstanding over the past 30 years as a measuring stick for extrapolating what the next 30 years will bring to the ical process. There are others that identify new forks in the road by reporting thought provoking observations. pages of Cell and where the scientific frontier will be in 2034. The editorial in that first issue heralded the future There are findings whose import lies in a significant technological advance or a major therapeutic insight. Concepof Cell as "a journal of exciting biology." It also noted that "any description of the topics on which Cell will publish tual significance is not measured in terms of the number of figures or pages; it is not a question of heft or bulk. If research can only be imprecise, for the focus of our immediate interests shifts with time, as therefore will the conwhat has evolved over time in the minds of potential authors and reviewers (and possibly even editors) is that tents of the journal." It was right on both counts.
In the intervening 30 years, Cell has distinguished itself conceptual significance for Cell comes in only one flavor and one size, my goal is to dispel that myth. If the work as unique among the top journals in combining the exciting general interest science of short-format magazines with is exciting, if it addresses a fundamentally interesting biological problem and challenges the way we think about the longer narrative format and completeness of traditional academic publications. Papers in Cell succeed in it, if it provides new mechanistic insight or presents an observation that prompts new avenues of research, if it both capturing the attention of the scientific community at the time they are published and in becoming classics is something that you want to and should read even if you don't work in that system, then it is a strong candidate in their fields. In providing an editorial filter for selecting and showcasing exciting conceptual advances across a for Cell. So what you will see new in the pages of Cell in coming years is a greater diversity in the ways in which broad range of biological disciplines and allowing authors the space to make the work accessible to a diverse readera paper crosses the bar of "general interest" and a greater incorporation of newly emerging scientific approaches ship, Cell creates a forum for promoting the crosspollination of scientific ideas that lies at the heart of our most and disciplines. Because this goal can only be achieved if authors elect to submit manuscripts that advance the significant scientific progress. This facilitation of interdisciplinary thinking is to my mind has come for them to fly solo with their own editorial directions. Because we are eager to maintain the convereaders, and reviewers expect to see at Cell in the coming nience to authors that is afforded by having a collaborative efforts of the Board of Associate Editors who contribute to the journal in many ways. They publish some of the relationship between the journals at Cell Press, we will continue to make reviews available to the editors of other best work from their own labs in Cell, they encourage colleagues to do the same, they review a large number of Cell Press journals when requested by the author. We believe this arrangement will both allow each journal to papers, weigh in with sage opinions on particularly complicated or difficult editorial decisions, help set editorial stanlive up to its full potential and provide maximum advantage to the authors and reviewers. dards in their area of expertise, and advise on general editorial policies. In addition to the Editorial Board, we are The second operational modernization is that Cell has recently introduced an electronic web-based submission also grateful for the support of the thousands of leading scientists who serve as reviewers across the entire range and review program, Editorial Manager (https://cell.edmgr. com or http://www.cell.com), that we hope will accelerate of disciplines that Cell publishes in and of course to the thousands of authors who entrust their best efforts to us. and streamline the time from submission to first decision.
Authors can upload text, figures, supplemental material,
Cell exists as a service to the community, as a forum to showcase and communicate important scientific adcover letters, and reviewer suggestions through the website. Reviewers can access the manuscripts from any vances to a broad readership and to promote interdisciplinary thinking, and it is support past and present of the computer. For those authors or reviewers who prefer the old-fashioned way, we will continue to mail hard copies community that is at the core of Cell's success. My research expertise is in the areas of neurobiology, developmental biology, and signal transduction. I am joined in my efforts to fill Cell's pages with interesting exciting research by an extremely well-qualified and dedicated editorial team with 14 years of combined editorial experience and scientific expertise that span the gamut from cell biology, immunology, molecular biology, neuroscience, development, signal transduction, cell cycle, genomics, genetics, plant biology, physiology, and biochemistry. For those of you who haven't had a chance to meet them yet, Ilil Carmi, Judy Glaven, Lakshmi Goyal, Elena Porro, and Bodo Stern will be introducing themselves to you at meetings, calling to discuss work in the pipeline in your lab, and asking for your opinions as reviewers. Together we have a common goal of providing in Cell an unparalleled service to the scientific community both in terms of what we publish and how we do it. The Cell editorial team is always ready and willing to consider and discuss the scientific merits of a paper and reviews and to make the review process as constructive for the authors as possible. I'd also like to take this opportunity to thank Deborah Sweet and Dorit Zuk for their invaluable contribution as Acting Editors and for delivering to me a strong and healthy journal.
The editorial team is supported by the extraordinary
